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The Christmas Comment

Thursday, December 8, 1983
7

A Farewell Letter
· From the
Editor

Letters To The Editor
Dear Editor,
isn't already. But the ultimate
As one glances through the goal is seeking a new
grapevine section of my friendship.
town's newspaper (Scituate .
It seems to me that this idea
Mariner), he or she notices an may be unacceptable
article about how 3rd grade because it sounds unrealiselementary school teachers tic. I think not since we
are initiating an awareness already have a program to
program so that their stu- counsel the handicapped
dents will better understand why couldn't students interthe handicapped. Then all of vene with the handicapped to
a s.trdden an idea registered form this awareness
in my mind. Why couldn't program.
Bridgewater conduct a simI feel that the handicapped
ilar program on campus in think they are unwanted on ,
the near future so that the campus. They certainly are to
students and faculty learn a certain degree. We, the stuabout the handicapped stu- dents, give them an impresdents who attend ourcoUege, sion that makes the
With this program, we can handicapped. feel . Lin.at.;
learn about the particular dis- cepted. We do' this by turning
abilities such as blindness, the other.. ch~ek and not
hearing impairment, and
physical . disat:?ilities. \;{opefully, when a student or
faculty member attends this
Dear: Editor: ·
program, ·each person
I would tike t<;> compliment
interact with other handithe staff of The Commentfor
capp-ed students thus are
the fine job it did this semesgiven the opportunity, to ask
ter on covering . campus
questions about themselves.
events, Boston , entertainThe goal of this initial interment, and the myriad of other
oersonat encounter is to
items it is asked to include.
make the' handicapped stuThe regular publication dates
dent feel accepted in the colwere held to and much
1ege community if he or she
appreciated by those of us

will

S GA
TotheB$Cpopu\ation:

understanding the struggles
the handicapped have than
we would for an incoming
freshman.
One way to make the handicapped feel wanted on
campus is to push for this
awareness program. We
should recognize the handicapped as human beings not
as a person with an abnormal
appearance. Just remember,
they were accepted to
Bridgewater the same way
we were and they take the
same examinations as we do.
By the way, let's not have the
Scituate's 3rd graders get
smarter than us because it
doesn't look good.

Biii Modestlno

I

who depend greatly ·on The
Comment to inform -the college community on special
items or programs ofpoten. tial value/interest.
Sincerely,
·

Denny Ciganovlc
Director, Career Planning
and Placement

c enso_re d

The year is rapidly coming
to an end and with it comes
the end of my term as Editorin-Chief. 1983 has been full of
. challenges and seemingly
endless problems and decisions, but r:iow with all of it
behind me, I can honestly say
that I am pleased with what I
accomplished in the past few
months. Back in January,
when I first took office and
began forming my staff, I was
so mewha t apprehensive
about the year before me. I
had my own ideas, my own
hopes for this paper, and asa
result of the hard work_ and
dedicated staff, all that I had
pfanned became reality. ·
I wanteq The Comment to
become a well-rounded
newspap~r. a sort of "window
to the world"forstUdetns·and
alumni alike. lwanted:to pack
as much campus news, campus related issues, and items
of student interest into each
issue as was possible. My aim
was to make The Comment
something that people
wanted to read. I felt, and still
feel that a college's newspaper gives it a certain idenity, and that the quality of the
material in it should be an
indication of the character of

the college. BSC has its own
character, and I think that the
past year's Comment has
captured some of it.
A final message1ehwish to
get across is the importance
of getting involved in something during your years at
college. When I first came to
BSC, I regarded it as "just
someplace where I went to ·
school." The college meant
nothing to r.>3 but an education. Once I joined a few
clubs, however, this place
became something real to
me, someplace that I
belonged and someplace I
wanted to be. Here on The
Comment, I found that some
of the friends I gained are
more than just friends , they're family.
Yes, this year was a tough
one, but I · wouldn't have
passed it up for anything. I
. accomplished all that I
wanted to, and I feel I, along
with my staff, have made a
significant contribution to
thiscollegewhichbenefitsall
of its students .
And now I turn The Comment over to Gregory Mathis
and wish him the best of luck.
Stuart E. Gardner
Editor, 1983
to inform the police. As a
result the attempted break-:-in
was aborted. The Bridge- '

Dear Editor: .
I would .like to take this
opportunity to thank you for

·\·.,,.,·:·~'~iAifte:"lr~l-I!
1 ·J~·\J:l;g:un]"-!St·lforonewou!o · thecov~r~ge.concsrning the
violated~.~J;llr~~aj~n(tfa.nfil. lta•w~s~.,~.~,:!~ '. '.; ;.~,S~.
, .
·

water community owes a

I would like to address two - student

..
r~
r
e '
at
wou/.::1 ask why the SGA feels
dealt with roughly and
harshly. We also must not
it should allow money to fund
actions on the behalf of the
forget what Iran did to our
Iranian student (or former
embassy, taking hostages
studerit?): Mehrdad Hajian.
and terrorizing them for oh so
Why does the SGA condone
long! I'm sorry if Mr. Hajian
·this violation of his student, fears going back to Iran but
yisa'by getting a job offea_mhe is the one. who broke the
p\.1$f? It ~was completely
law .. It was also the Iranian
wrong'focMr. Hajian to vio'."" people whoallowed' Kham,l1t'e _q1;.1rJ4~s govern;i.ng for"- . e.hLto come to power, notus.
eignstua~n~s.Mr;Halian ha$'' Therefore, I say do not allow
pro ken ou~a~ws anf!i ~h&'SGA ·.Mr. Hajlari, to. stay.' in 'oUr
·will be, i~ my opiniOn,. an
country.
accomplice by: helping him . Second, :1 agree with' Ms. ·
try and stay in ourcount[Y.
yyelch.ahoyt the n~w bHs feei

uefgef. l woL;td also like to materials, Several of your
know the proposed routes · readers called my office. to
and if there would be a user offer condolences and to
charge for each trip. Most of share their disgust that such
all, t would like to find out if :in event occurred. They and
there will be a regularly sche- your other readers will be
dufed shuttle around cam- happy to know that the cul~
p1Js. After all, students on prit was caught.
campus will have no need
I am also happy to be able
anything else. C for one, will to say thank you to two indirefuse to. pay, ~he fee, if I will
viduals who were instrumenget no use out of it!!!
tal in thwarting an additional
Sincerely,
break-in .. Some individual
had brok-en an outside
Jeffrey W. Stallard
Library '.window. Some
· Class of 1986 ·
· passers~by notices the crime
in progress and took the time

second break-in.
· We also dwe thanks to the
Campus Police and the
Bridgewater Police for their
efforts conberning the first
crime. Additional thanks
should go to the custodial
staff who cleaned up the
broken glass, to Mr. Joe
Perry who boarded up the·
windows early Saturday
morning, to. Walter Deady
who immediately came to the
College on Saturday morning to inventory equipment,
and to Chris Harwood, who

for
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What Companies Look For
Sy Lisa Davidson
SENIORS: You are probably fast approaching that
time where you are concerned about what kind of
skills yol:ll'" possess that
employers are seeking to fill
their position slots. Business
Week's Guide to Careers
talked with executives from
various companies about
what qualifications they look
for in the college graduates
they hire to bring to the business world. Here are some
responses:
IBM: IBM bases its hiring
decisions on a total assessment of all relevant factors
including work experience:
academic background,
extracurricular activities,
honors, and awards. The
majority of our requirements
are in technical areas such as
engineering and programming. We arso have limited
requirements for marketing
and systems personnel.
R.R. Donnelley & Sons Co.:
We look for college graduates who demonstrate motivation and achievement
through accomplishments in
personal a:- academic life. We
. - - - - - - - - - -. . .

value good communications
and interpersonal skills,
which are essential in the
practice of our open shop
philosophy. In additk , we
look for individuals who can
grow and adapt to the
changes in our business
brought about by recent
expansions and applications
of state-of-the-art technology.
Disneyland: We look for
appficants who have good
interpersonal skills and are
good communicators. people who display enthusiasm,
have a high energy level, and
some experience working
with the public.

Morse Shoe, Inc.: We look
less for a specific educational
or work backgwund than at
the person as a whole.
Because retailing is a service
industry, the ability and
desire to work with the public
is. of course, necessary.
Because a career in store
management can be a stepping stone toward other specializations within ·the retail
industry, students should be
flexible in their future career
goals.
A copy of Business Week's
Guide to Careers is available
in the Career Planning and
Placement Office for
reference.

ELLYN
C.ELEBRATE IT.
me
~~rtl-.nt
~ ._
AdvertlMnMnt
A.dY•rtlnment
~~~~~~~~~~;.G;;-~~~~~~~~~-t-

ATTORNEY

The Clement C. Maxwell library wishes to reiterate its regulations for the use of bulletin boards within the building. If you
wish your notice to be and stay posted, read and heed!

DONALD HADGE
OFFICE SCHEDULE
HOURS 3:00 - 7:00 p.m.

.

THE CLEMENT C. MAXWELL LIBRAR\''
REGVtATIONS FOR USE OF BULLETIN BOARDS
Dr Owen T P McGowzin. h,,s issued the fnllowing regulations
'.~n1.·ernm9 student use of bulletin ho,1rc!s

in

f

riursday, December 8~ r98'f

Announcements
Scholanhlpa Available
The Financial Aid Office has received an announcement
that there are several scholarships available for qualifying
Bridgewater State College students. The Massachusetts State
Federation of Women's Clubs would likE. ~o announce the
following scholarships: Memorial Education Fund Fellowships, international Scholarships, and Graduate Study Scholarships in Speech Therapy. Any students who wish to apply
for a scholarship may pick up an application in Tillinghast
Hall, room T-3 (Work Study Office).
Junior Year in Quebec
Applications will be available to students interested in doing
their junior year of college in one of the several universities
and colleges in the Province of Quebec, Canada.
You would pay Bridgewater tuition and the Quebec university's board, room. and fees.
ff you are interested and would like to get more information
see Professor John F. Myers in Tillinghast 214 or at the Canadian Studies Office in 209 Tillinghast. or call extension 228B.

Project P.A.R.T.Y.
On Tuesday, Dec. 13, Project P.AR.T.Y. will be having an
Open House from 11 :00 to 12:00. All are welcome. Coffee and
donuts will be served

Give-A-Gitt
Or. Tracy Bald rate is again sponsoring Give-A-Gift, a campus program to provide Christmas gifts for the residents of
Paul A. Dever state school. This annual undertaking gives
faculty, staff, and students an opportunity to donate items to
be used for gifts for these mentally retarded individuals. As
you are aware, State budgets are restrictive; this program
supplements the minimal gift giving done by the school.
This year there is again a need for mens' and womens'
toiletry and cosmetic items such as deodorant, shampoo,
shaving cream, after shave lotion, hair brushes, hand lotion.
etc. Consideration might also be given to selected games,
small radios, and calculators. Money contributions will also be
accepted (make checks payable to Pau\ A. Dever State
School). Gifts do not have to be wrapped.
Donations may be left through December 19 at Dr. Bal_drate's office {Burrill Ave. Building Room 244) or with the
Special EducaUon_ Office (Burrill Ave, Room 122}. For further
information please contact Dr. Baldrate at ext. 2231.
CPP Semester Break Hours
The Career Planning and Placement office will be open its

The Clement C. M~~~£!!_.,_ .. re.Qt,J.1~~ h.9~r$

of

~:5

Monc:fa>:.

through Friday during the .

Not11 t•s must be rf:.',at,e(t•*lji;~~ activ1~1es,,

TUES.

·

THURS~

12/15

12/13

Nohi.: es musI ~ st~1(;'{ by the hbr ~r~:
01herw1se theywlll be tem<>\t'etUriorn th" burf~tity

st.mddrd grammarand~il~ ~0$b~~~~
. 1 ho-.P w.;!1n~ :m)t~es are ~espo~sib~. ~~- t~,,~;;aj·/

. t>tH
1

2/20

PLACE: S.G.A. OFFICE

or COUNCIL CHAMBERS

.·.:.,·.·····, "· ··.,

.... ··.···.

···•···

':'f:::>": •.., ·

.... ,

'·.

· '··.· :.;.:~OIB.,pt:>St~~~~;~~'.f:je .noJarger tharll
,110( ·
t- :hart s""·x r. · ·
. ·. : ''<}~;~ ''.r
. • .· ·.... ·
·Nohces of aetivities which wi~l c.on1f · :;::~ .
the,~ should
nE>vE>rtheless be chanoed from time to ~·:~•1
•'fiM risk of being
overlooked
·
. No more than three nohces of the same activity may be placed at the same

.come.

Come -one~
all and .find .out. the answers .. to these
questions December 13from11 :00to12:00 in the Green Room
on the first floor of the Student Union. Guest speaker wm be
Mrs. N. Ellison, a representative for the South Shore Area·. AU
are welcome.

time on hbrary bu:lletin boards.

The hbr3ry te$1'Ves 1he right to remO\/e cny notices conStder~
1rappropriaite.

Afro Am. Club

Notice to

an members and students: We are looking forward

to seeing you at the next meeting. The Thanksgiving holiday
came on our regularly scheduled meeting time. so see you
Thursday at 11:00 a.m. in S.U. 1.

TO ALL B.S.C. STUDENTS:

FREE LEGAL ADVlCE

Sing-Along in 7 languages
Attention! Join the Christmas Sing-Along in seven \anguages on Monday, December 12 at 3:00 iri the Green Room.
Foreign refreshments by foreign language faculty and students will be served, and the Grand Drawing for BORtS, the
Russian Club's Bear, will be held.
Local High School Girls Top Level RusSlan Students
Carol Gleason {Galina) and Debbie Poe'Sepp (Raya}
achieved A-levels in our elementary Russian course. "It was a
joy to have these hard working girls," Prof. Reordan wrote to
their high school.
Graduate Fellowship Program
Applications are·now available through the Office of Naval
Research for the. 1984 Graduate Fellowship Program, ,which
involves study and research leading to doctoral degrees in
specified engineering/science disciplines.
,
. .
ONR will award up to 45 three-year ferlowships for study
,J and research at U.S. institutions offering doctoral degrees in
I designated fields. Participants must.be US citizens or nationg als and receive a baccalaureate degree in 1984. The objective
i of the fellowship is to increase the supply of US nationals
::c trained in disciplines critical to the US Navy's mission. Fellows
selected in 1984 will receive $13,000forthefirstyear of tenure.
ONR will pay the institution fuH tuition and fees and provide
Edltor-ln-Chlef el.Ct Grqory Mathis and Edltor-ln-.Chlef Stuart Gardner.
$2,000 to the Fellow's department.
0
the winter break ff'\ January.. tvtathis. They've provided a
Fellowships awarded wilt be in eight major disciplines: Elec. The Editor-in-Chief elect is strong foundation. for me to
By Deb Santheson
trical Engineering, Computer Science, Naval Architect~re and
an English major at start
Ocean Engineering, Materials Science, Applied Physics,
on Tuesday, December , Bridgewater and is currently · Mathis is a 1981 graduate Aerospace/Mechanical
Engineering, Physical OceanoBth, The comment ~eld .its the Sports Editor. Mathis has of Plymouth-Carver High graphy, and Ufe Sciences.
annual election for Edttor-m- been on The Comment staff School, where he. worked on
For application forms and information contact: ONR Graduthe school new$paper. He
Chief. Gregory Mathis was· since September of 1982. .
ate
Fellowship,. American Society for Engineering Education,
"Stuart and Ed (Huntress) has also worked on the Old
the winner and will replace
11
Dupont
Circle, Suite 2001 Washington, DC 20036. Applicacurrent Editor Stuart did., terrific job with the Colony Memorial, a. weekly tion deadline is February 15, 1984.
paper
this
past
year,u
said
paper
in
Plymouth
.
. Gardner upon return from

on:• . .

a

'

~

'

'
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Heartbreak House
Revisited· · ·~:.-

By Scott Edward Esau

~~

Last Thursday, frjday, a-nd
Saturday njght the Student
Union Auditorium was trans. formed into ·a very bizarre
and eccentric upper class
English home. Of course I'm
talking about the Laboratory ·
Theatre's production of
George Bernard Shaw's
Heartbreak .House.
The show was a composite
of opposites with its dichotomies of highs and lows. Dr.
By Jeffrey M. Linehan
Comment What are some
Richard J. Warye's staging
of the clubs that you enjoy
had much to be desi r~d. If
This past summer I ·saw playing at?
you enjoy seeing the backs of
The Stampers· on a Best
Sal: If.shard to pick one or. performers all night long,
Cruise trip out of Bo~ton har- two out because most of the
then you would have enjoyed
bor. The boat was filled with . time it's a lot of fun wherever
sitting on ·the sides of the
enthusiastic, happy people we go. There's one or two
stage. The show was plttgued ·
from beginning t-0 end with
havi.rig thetimesoftheirlives. places I ~now where I don't
After the show, r met and want to go. - I won't mention
upstaging, crowding ·on .the
talked with lead singer Sal them. Clubs like The Channel stage, and awkward blocking.
·
Baglip and found him to be. a·nd. The Paradise, any where
In contrast t.o the staging,
unlike most rock personali- the audience comes to hear
ti.es, more concerned with thr
us is a lot offun. Even playing and the saving grace of the
factthat the fans were havirJ in a small bar like Jonathan show, was the sup,erb acting
by most of the cast.
a good time, rather than ma- - Swift's is still fun.
Comment: Any particular
Miss Letitia Riel waltzed on
lng a fast buck.
On. December 1st, 198~
exaperience or crazy time stage with all the air of an
· Bridgewater State Colleg;.
that the bad as encountered aristocrat, and proceeded to
packed three buses witr:
that sticks out in your mind? captivate the audience with a
rowdy Stompers fans, an·:··
Sal: Not that I could proba- star1dout performance. Her
took off to the Roseland Balbly tell you over the radiQ!
characterization of Hesione
·I room. in Taunton for one la~i,
· Com.m~nt~ Q.o.Hege~,>e~pe- t··U.1 sh~ bye wooed. the

:

.~~~~
'

Hark The
.Stompers . Sing

Helyn Landry gave a very
convincing performance as
Miss Ellie Dunn. She played a
young, beautiful, somewhat
naive woman who was going
to marry for money. She had
an air of innocence in the
play, even when she -was
being nasty. It seemed the
nastiness of a child and not
the maliciousness of an
adult. She portrayed anger
easily .when it was called for

mances, and every night he
would declare in the firstact, .
"Don't drink that, it's tl)e
same stuff· that turns leather
into insides." Now I may· be
wrong, but it doesn't make
much sense to me. He did
become much better as the
night went on, by the sheer
physical force of his acting.
The audience was lucky
enough to see Miss Judy Par-·
tington as Lady Utterwood:

~,.·. ~.· ..~,~a~~7~~tb::t~~~~~~~;·~···'.·=·t~~~~~g;e~w:a~t:,er~S~t~a~te~,~··:·a~ud~i:e~n~ce~amnd~c~e~rl.. ,,1n~s~ig~~fu~1~ib~le~·~w~h~e~n~s~·h~·e~··~w~a~n~te:d~·,.to~b~e~.-~s~ta~g~e~w~i~th~.:al~I~t~h~e~n~e~rv~.o~u~s~lf!~
went backstage and talker
with ·saJ Baglio in an exclusive i.nterview for The

Now we're getting geared up lines. Miss Rial's role was bet- All in all Miss Landry's showfor finals - Do you expect a ter defined thari most and she
ing was consistent, sensitive,
wild audience for tonight's
seemed perf~ctlyateasewith
and co·her~nt.
Comment:
show?
some of the psychologically
Richard Tranmer porComment: I'm not a profesSal: Colleges are usually intense dialogue. She rolled. trayed the robust 88 year old
. siona:, ~t:ep that in mind.
insane, where ever we go. Ya her eyes, gestured her hands,
Captain Shotover with a fine
Sal:. Yeah? Who is?'.'
know, all that studying, but and caused the gorgeously Interpretation. He conveyed
Comment: Sal, could you
when we get there, there's a revealy gown of hers . to the sense that thP. Captain
~eH. me· how· may years the . new cla.ss called "Rock n' Roll
become an extension .of her- · was in his dotage, by his
; band .has· been together?
101" which I teach. Colleges self. Her voice fluctuated as
being sedate at one minute
. Sa\:, Sl~. We turned six are great, and any place we the scenes demanded, and
and bel.lowing out orders at
. year·s:o,dthi$pastNovember.
p1ay there's an audience that sent a thrill ·of· delight the next. The main trouble
J've g·iven.that answer to ·a'.· wants .to enjoy themselves. throughout the auditorium.
with Mr. Tranmer's performillion differentpeop\e, but I We play anywhere, under any · She 1lirted unmercifully with
mance was that it was apparg~ess it's lmportantJo people · ci·rcumstanc,.es. On. boats,
every male in ·tt~e cast; and ent that he didn't have full
to know howJong we've been . colleges; ~ollege gymnasi- came. across a true femme . command of his lines. Some
together. Well, that's ho~ urns, <rnJlege · snackbar fatale. ·1 can truly say that times it was quite obvious
long. . .
. ..
places-every. ptace. As long when Miss Riel ·came On that he didn't know his lines. I
Commert: There's been ~s ifs a good crowd and we're stage the he.ads turned to see may be mistaken but I saw
some new. per·sonnel
rocking, it's.a~goodnight. .
what shewould·do next.
theshowforthethreeperforchangesin the band recently.
. Comment:'.ls this your fir.st
Have t.hese changes taken 'time a.t the· Roseland
place over. the past few Ballroom? .
months?
·
Sal: WeH, yeah. But we've
Sal: We started making the been upthis.areabefore.This
move in September, although place is great, it's like real()ld
I started deciding about it out front. It's. got that 'old'
By ~ark Pimenta
·point the finger at anybody,
over the summer. We have feeling, which is really nice.
the U.S. or the Soviet Union,
Comment: Your debut
· Lenny Shea, an old friend of
I am always amazed at how but ir told us in a limited
mine from east Boston on the · album was putout on Boardbadly television·: is . looked
amount of time, what could
. drums and Jeremy Brown
walk records. What was the
upon. Television has always quite probably happen after a
plays the piano. Lenny repla- breakthrough that got them
been considered, as far the nuclear war.
ces Mark and Jeremy's just to pick The Stompers up?
audience is concerned, catA.nother example is the
ering to the lowest common .science fiction program Star
a~ addition so we have five
See STOMPER p. s
pieces now.~
··
·
denominator. ·Everyone is so
Trek. Now,· I know most of
quick to grouse about whatis you are ·out there saying
bad television, but'no on·e or
Right. A science fic.tion pro~
, .....~~~~~.......c~...-....-.~~·~..-.t.....D48Dt~~~
very few people ever say what gram~ This .is what really·
is: good televis.ion. I am not , good tel~vision . is. Little
MAKE MUSIC a PART of YOUR LIFE .
saying that everything on tel- green guys." What some peoJoin the B.S. C. Choral Society
· · ~vision, present, past and pie don't notice, ir;iterspersed
future, is' good, but a lot of between. the· "Little green
good things havedeveloped guys" and ,the ray guns, is
Every f.fpn. & Wed. from 3:00 - 4:15..pm
.·
from this particular m,edium. some .really i'ntelligent stories .
on·~ example, ~hich is:Very and dialogue .. Tl:le show, surin
4 •. . .. . .
recent, is The Day After; This
rounded by the science fie~·
movie was one of those so- tion element, dealt with
BRING A FRIEND ORTWO!
called "media events", but people. and emotions. For
this
is not a derogatory state- example, Kirk was constantly
*.credit may be obtained
ment. It showed th~ horrors plagued, .on every mission,
:a...t~..._..,......,.._... ...................-....._..........,.._,..~H911N....~........_..~~~~
of a nuclear war. It didn't about the safety of h•s crew

energy of a bird of paradise,
which quickly transformed
itself into a bird of prey as the
night continued. Hercharacter served as a perfect foil to
Miss Rial's. For every time
Miss Riel showed constraint,
Miss Partington showed
emo~ional fervor. She said·
her lines with such an exquisite sense of character one
really believed that: she was
Lady Utterwood. She.· did
speak a little too quickly,
every now and then, but it
only added to the energy of
her role. When she fell in love
with her sister's (Hesione's)
See HOUSE p.
5

Stay Tuned for a .Finale
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and ship.. No matter what was
happening around him, that·
was hi~ m<":dn concern. Anyb..;
ody can make a science fiction show with "Little green
guys and ray guns." •. but, .to
ke~p your interest week after
week in the characters, there
ha$ to be something more. I
think Star Trek has th.at
quality.
M.r'A~$:*H V'!as one.o.~qse
rare .~xamples that has a
chance to prove itself. When
it started out, M*A *S*H was
way down there. in the ratings. It ·Was so low it had to
came (Jp to even come close
to being in the basement. 1·
don't know who was in
c~arge of. programming at
the time, but thank God this
man had enough sense to
See TUNED p. 6
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HOUSE (from p.4)
husband, she didn't hesitate
to pursue the affection. even
though she was a Lady. tt can
also be said that she mauled
Hector Hushabye with all the
delicacy of a lioness pulling
down an antelope.
As for Hector Hushabye,
he was played consummately
by Robert Btauner, and it
might be added that the
women of the cast wanted to
explore othe·r meanlngs of
the word consummate. He
was such an object of !ust
that I for one became
extremely jealous of his
plight. Mr. Blauner executed
his role with such arrogance
that you s.hould have hated
him as_ a vain,· p0mpous,
invento-(of stories to seduce
women with, but you weren't
even allowed that pleasure
because Mr. Bluaner was his·
own greatest critic. His character descried his own faults
and was so open with his wife
that he endeared himself to
the audience anyway. He
strutted his role out upon the
stage and gave the women of
the audience something to
look at, but you can't help but
wonder if Mr. Blauner feels
typecast.
In startling contrast to Hector Hushabye, was the role of

Mr. Boss Mangan. M~. Mark
Pimenta was so odious as the
capitaristic Mangan, that you
wanted to strangle him for
thegoodofmankind.Nowifa
character brings out that kind
of negative feeling the actor
is either really like that, or a
very good actor. I personally
know Mr. Pimenta, who
writes weekly. for The Commentwith his Stay Tun(ldseries, and I can. say he is
nothing like Mangan. His performance should be applauded. He displayed his talents
very well in the show, and his
only difficulty was in his ability to cry on cue. It worked
weil though, because the
show is a farce, but it could

have been fine-tuned just a
bit. He drew guffaws from the
audience when he rushed
around the stage in a frenzy
threatening to strip himself.
Former Entertainmenteditor Mr. Kevin Roberts displayed talents other than
writing during the show the
three nights. He shyly walked
on stage and .immediately
established himself as a
refined man who is more concemed with the opinions of
others than he Is with his
own. He was very understated during the course of
the show as Mr. Mazzini
Dunn. He had a warm charm
about him that convinced

you he had been a man of
ideals his whole life. He didn't
give a stellar performance,
because it wasn't in the
natureofhisrole,buthegave
a fine, supporting, wellrounded showing.
One of the best supporting
roles was performed by Ellen
Murray as Nurse Guinness.
She played her role to the hilt
and never let up for a second.
She was simply delightful as·
the otd Nurse and provided
many humorous moment
during the show.
Pat Mccarron was perfect
as the simpering, whimpering, effeminate foppish foolRandall Utterwood. Everyone laughed at his portrayal
of Randal.I and when he
whined the audience reacted.
The main problem with his
performance, however, was
the fact that he was extremely
LOUD. He screeched out
every line, which might have
been fine if the sitting wasn't
on stage, but since it was, it
was unbearable.
Thomas Newell played a
vagrant burglar with much
aplomb. He.took himself very
seriously, and so did the
audience.
ln conclusion Heartbreak
House was delightful for its
performances, but it was a
severe strain on the neck
muscles to tr:y to see all of the
actors. ~~~~~~
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fence, and the constant may- hem no wonder the baby is
· cryingl How is attyone suppose to enjoy a film with a
waifing kid?
Send in the
ushers!!!
The doors should be
locked tight as soon as the
movie begins keeping eve.
ryone in one spot. No more
By Kevin Roberts
r.unning up and down the
Why are people always ruin-;.. .. aisfes to raid the candystand.
ing-movies for me? It's bad No more interruptions with
enough that the ticket prices people walking across the
are outrageously expensive, rows, tripping over my legs!
but to deal with a noisy
And where are the ushers?
audience is unfair!
They are walking around
I seem to have a curse of waving their flashllghts all
sitting next to someone who over the theater. They are
has seen the picture at least walking back and forth in
For the next two front of the screen\ They are
twice.
hours, I hear all the lines and
checking out your date\ They
know everything about the are opening the back doors
fi Im before the action letting a flood of light into the
happens. After· making var- dark theater with an arm
around your date\ Send in
ious faces of annoyances and
a couple of loud Ssssshhhh !!! the manager!
Movies are meant to entersounds one would think the
talkitive vermin would get the tain not cause ii lness. It's
message!
Unfortunately alright to love a picture, but
these attempts to silence the let's not give away the whole
culprits are in vain! Where story to a person who hasn't
seen the film yet!' Being para·are the ushers?
Why do parents bring a noid about going to the pictures is not fun. Down in
baby to a James Bond film?
After al.L the. murders •. vio- front!!!

r1v1a ·estt?r
Contest Number 10
Rules
. 1r PFIZf/$ for solving·. trivia qu~tji~$,.$'6 twp

mo· .. .. ..· .,,

for

the mosf
prom0til1g •The
. ·. :n tot.ir_:·ra'Nyer ·90
Stompers?
around showing .·your demo
Sal: That's a hard one. I'm
tape fo{~ou. We had done a·_
not gonna say they're my
show in New York City and
favo-rites. hut the ones I feel
they came to see us, and they
came out the best. "Never tell
loved the snow. That's what
an angel (when you're hearts
put it all together for us.
on. fire)" I thought, came out
Unfortunately, which I know
very well. "Temptation" came
you're getting ready to ask
off pretty good, and "Leave it
me, Boardwalk folded. We
in motion." But I'm looking
were lucky.· cause·. we didn't
forward to_the next group of
go down with the ship. Right
away we got signed to. songs.
another record. company.
Comment: What are your
Comment: The Stompers
plans for the future? Have
are with Polygram now?
you. started recording a new.
album, or will you be going
Sal:. Yeah, that's who
bought out the contracts but
into the studio soon?
·
Sal: We've recorded two
we're going to have to see -1
think the· next record will be
ne·w songs right now, ~nd
CONTEST NUMBER TEN:
out on Polygra,m. But does · they sounded pretty good..
that reaHy'matter, I wonder? ..· I'm pretty happy.with it. We're:·
1. What was Juliet's family name in Shakespeare's "Romeo
Do you know anybody that
gonn~ keeprecordingtillwe
and Juliet"?
fistens.
to the label? <I.usually
finish·_· up. with.·. · alf. ·the. new
2.What was the man who asked the questions on the TV show;
isten to fhe.gro.oves,
material: There'll be another -·
.The Newlywf1Ct Game?
, Coinmeht:, No~. it·.doesn'l: ·rec.Ord.· rm.·gortna be.around
-3. In the game of "Monopoly" there are 8 different metal.. .atter,· bµt·as a'. r~porter I'm .fo(a While.
.
.
tokens. The tokens are used by each player to proc.edearound· · ~HgedJo a~k .·these.gues-<
Comment Alright,. we're·
the board. Four ofthe tokens are: Race Car. Cannon, Top Hat,
ions, even if J don't wantto..
~ooking forward to .a good
Battleship. Name the other four.·· · . - . .· ·
· · .·. _
Sal: I know that, but wheri
show tooite. Sal; thaok you
he . average ·tan asks that
very much fortaking time out
4. The Republican Party is sometimes referred to as the G.O.P.
uestion, t liketo say to them
'to talk to an unprofessional
·
What does the G.O.P. stand for?
~·what are youasl<ing me for?
.Jike me. .
.
s. How man){_ black and white key~ on a pi&;no?
Do you like to put the needle
Sal: It's all alright Jeff, just
on the label?'' ft would sound
put a little sugar uridar your
AND THE WINNERS OF CONTEST NUMBER· NINE ARE:
like. shit. You put it on 'the;· tongue and you'll come right
Margaret Chappuis and Ric Faust
grooves ('.ind• that's what's · down,·. don't worry about it.
i·m porta·nt, making the
Walk around and drink some
record. It could be on Meat:-coffee.
ball . records or something,
(You can hear this complete
anything. I don't -care .. As
interview and a whole hour of
long· as I get a record out
Stompers' hits this Friday,
there. Baked Bean records,
Dec. 9th. on "The Friday nite
EJwood re~ords, ya know,
1h hour special'' at 10:00 p.m.
things like that. Broken Face
only Ori 91.5 WBIM) .
.records, Booka records.·

'each winner which are good a(··
· Cinema ThfNltt;fJS;
2. All entries must be received·at t ....·
. nV/);f/frceby noon
on the Wednesday following the issue
iQnJyoneentryper
contestant. Comment employees are ineleglble.
3. There can only be two winners a week, that's all we can
afford, so when there are more than two winners we'll have a
lottery.
'
4. Contest only. open to Bridgewater State College Students,
faculty and Alumni. Alf entr;es are to be submitted· to the
Comment Secretary between the hours of 9a.m. to 2p.m. A
valid J.D. must be approved by the secretary. The entry should
include the answers, your name, address and telephone
number.
5. Winners will be notified in the next issue of The Comment.
6. Not all questions need to· be answered in order to enter the
contest and winners will be indicated by the number of correct
answers.· it is possible to only get one question right and still
win unless, of course, someone else does better.
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Ente.rtainment
By Kevin Roberts
"A Christmas Story" is a
delightful movie about a nine
year old boy longing for his
Red Ryder air rifle for
Christmas.
The entire picture is seen
through the boy's eyes while
he grows up in Illinois during
the 1940's.
The movie is filled with humorous incidents as the boy,
Ralph, (Excellently portrayed
by Peter Billingsley) finds
himself in interesting situatioris. After saying the forbidden ultra nasty word
."FUDGE!" in front of his
father he is. forced by his
mother to put a bar of Ufeboy
soap in his mouth. Ralph fantasies about his revenge by
imagining he returns home
blind carrying a walking
stick. The mortified parents
exclaim, "What happened,
son?" Ralph replies, "It-It was
the Life boy!" The .mother
breaks down and begs .for
forgiveness. The above anecdote has nothing to do with
the plot of "A Christmas
Story" but moments like
these make the film
memorable.
The funniest part of the film
is Ralph's encounter with
Santa Claus in the dep~rt
ment store.<cWho can forget

0

···seasons
Greetings
From ,The•

·.
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~

~
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won, a five foot girlie leg lamp
shade, is wonderful.
MeUnda Dillon as the over
protective mother who keeps
telling Ralph, "You'ff poke.
your eyes out if you get a Red
Ryder rifle" is also witty.
The two stars, however,
who steal the. show are the
two brothers who· are both
cute and extremely talented
actors. Ralph's brother,
Randy, the kid who hasn't
digested food in three weeks
would rather build things
with his food. He is hilarious.
"A .. Christmas .Story"
directed ·by .B:()t>i~'.·Ql·arrklJthe.

Staff

.....". . ,th.e,.,.n,lgh1mare, ot .a .~tI:ange ... m~JLYlbQJ.~,(QY.Q,tl.LY.Q,.~;~:...,~,"""'lillll'9'!,.
ky's") is a warm, funny, honhl'Qe man with a big white
bead sticking his head in a
est film that is unpredictable.
child's face shouting, "HO
HO HO! What do you want
little toy?"
ThP. :.:>cting is superb.
Darren Mc Gavin as the father
who cherishes the trophy he

I

·"**. .By Robert Flynn
*
~

Unlike other Christmas
movies, "A Christmas Story"
is entertaining for all ages
including college students
and yes, even college
professors.

hand out.
The f.irstis to KevinRoberts,
the previous Entertalnrnen_t
Editor, who was very recep""'
'tive to. this column when I
proposed it to him so· many
moMhs ago at the beginqing
of this semester.
.. · . But,· the Ol)e .1 really have to
:thank is my brother·Bria.n fo{
·the artwork that :acqornpan-

. Jed. mos,, ·of .my articles~ He ·

Editors note: I write this column in an attempt to ~lert both the
average reader and the reader who is aware: of the locafne~
music scene of some of the better groups that are playmg 1n
the area. I never hoped to create some kind of mass conversion of the readership, but to show our readers another side of
today's music. I have listed the best in locally playing jazz,
blues; rock, and punk music. While these ·bands may sound
to'tally different than the mainstream sound ~hat mostpeople
listen to, their music it is all top-notch for therr genre. I h<;ipe a
few people tried out some of the bands I suggested, and If you
did, J hope you had a good time. Happy Holidays! See you
next year.
"~,~~,

*
*
!
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;
;
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*
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Thursday the. 8th
*
Storyville, 645 Beacon St. at Kenmore Square, Boston, 266! 0860 '"'..The Angry Young Bees and the Insect Surfers are a

*
.~

**
~
*
*
*
*
!
*
*
*~
.· *
*
!
*
~
**

**,·
qombination of danc.e/pop; The; Angry Young Bees are
** . great
locals. Y()l.J may remember, their recent singles, Square. One
and Up the Suburbs. Thei·r sound is go,odmix of regeae and
* . pop al'ld the result is highly dancable. The D.C. band, the · *
.*
.lnsect:Surfers,playsurf-punk you cal;l darice to: The last time i

· · really h·ad to put l.JP with the
hassle of: last minute deci-·
TUNED (from p. 4)
.s.ions and chaf,gesinsubject ·
, matter for the columns.
;
giveit a'chance to bloom and
I would also like to thank ·
flower. Through these past . The Comment for giving .me .
years M*A*S*H has given
the opportlmity to write this ~ .
stories about war, emotions 1 column. it gave me the' ,
rel~tionships:, right and
chance to improve what little . wrong. Every week these old
writing skills I have. I hope to ·
~
friends would come into our b.e back, next semester .to·
1
homes and show us new continue this,· but if not, 1··
insights into their behavior have ·stated all my wishes. to
~
that we never 'thought those concerned and.,appre.
existed. This show is, :unfor:..· Ci.ate their .help this past
tunately, ended and i.n the semeste.r.
·
can, b.ut everyone, like .me, ·
r---~-------~.
~
will look on the. re-runs as
A
TT...
.ENT_
IO_N
I:~.
cherished memories of good
\
J
~ .
times with good friends.
There .i$ a lot rnoreJcotAld..
1
1
say about thi.ssupJect matter,,
l\·.
T_
im_.
e.··
·
..
is'
.
.t
.
t.
ing
...
short!
Have
1·· .
but I ·have something: that
; you~. ·ordered your cap: apd·
must be said before the end
of the year. This very well
\gown ~et? Unot, inforn:1ation· .
may- be my last column for
~is_. avai_Iable at the. OFF_.ICE of
Stay Tuned. I have yet toJ
make up my mind about
whether I will continue or not,
...
but I have a few thank you's t9
**.
.

us

*;

.

I saw 'them they jumped l;Jp and down in a wild fashion so you
could see them; if only for a moment, .no matter where your
seat was,
,;_L
··

*

:;

#
;
**
Friday the 9th
·*
*
Jonathan Swifts, 30 JFK St., Cambridge, 661-9887 - Buddy.
~
*.
Rich is someone in· the jazz world.that is known by those who
*
* ·know ·nothing about jazz.. You've probably seen him many · *
on J.ohnny Carson. Best known for h·is speed playjng,
:;
** . .tim~s
Bt;Jddy. is one of the living greats of jazz. . .**
* Storyvi/I~, 645 Bea~o~ St' at Kenmore Square,·. 266--0860 -~ *
·
Green on R~~ is one of the new group of bands that imitate the .. • ...~
rt.·
*' andhave
folk~rock sound of the 60's typified by Th£ Byrds and others, . ' *
giventhat soun~ a new punk edge. Green on Red) is
·i
\, · S_ E
. . N.._I_ORS · :.I·.. ·. * on,~ofthebestofthisnewsound1WiththeBoston·locals,The
* Lyree. ·. · . . ~~-.
· .
·
.,.·
**
~
*~
!:*
Saturday the 10th
* RAT, 528 Comm. Ave., at Kenmore ·squar~. 249-8309 ... The · ·.**
:t* ·southem-preacher
punk band, Gun Club is unique. because of 'its lead ~ingers
vocal approach. Lots of laughs. With the
*~
r_;_T.;_~-~--~.~__;_a_~.J _·~:.~-~~~:.s:I :it ·tocal band Del Fuegoa.
. .
:
~

1

.
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The Christmas Comment

Commentary

GLOBE

SANTA
The Bartenders, Waiters and Waitresses of
the Rathskellar will be donating 20% of their
tips in the month of December towards the
GLOBE SANTA FUND.
You too can help. There will be a donation
coritainer at the bar. All proceeds will go
towards the GLOBE SANTA FUND.

Bus A Plus
Dear Editor and Students:
Starting January 16th,
Bridgewater State College
students will have greater
mobility, enjoy a safer
campus, and have a link to
the rest of the world.
The BSC Bus Transportation System will start rolling
on that day, and busses will
be running throughout each
day and evening (in bad
weather as well as good) to
take you from the parking
lots and dorms to the
academic buildings, library,
and gym.
·
Beside the important
benefit of efficient transportation, the bus service will
enhance security on
campus since each bus will
be equipped with a two-way
radio linked to the campus
police.
The bus service will also
help alleviate the parking
and traffic congestion
problems which have
plagued the campus, since

VANDALS (from p. 2)
created the photograph of
the broken window. Finally,
we appreciate the efforts of
the Office of Administration
and Finance .to ensure that
Bridgewater personnel did
not suffer personally from
losses incurred in the break.in. The way this entire matter
was handled demonstrated
a,riqQt~~~t~c$t
;1~

will also provide
regular morning, afternoon,
and evening service to
Brockton and back {giving
the hundreds. of commuters
from the Brockton region an
additional transportation
option).
Ultimately, all SSC
students will benefit from
the new bus service. The
campus has grown to 170
acres. with 27 major
buildings, and getting
around on time under all
kinds of weather conditions
can present problems.
The service is being paid
through a fee of $10.00 per
semester on our bills. It will
be our bus ser11ice and will
be able to adapt to our
needs. I think that this is a
small price to pay for the
many options the Bridgewater State College Transportation System offers to
all SSC students.
William T. Brassil

busses

and to command the necessary resources to put a stop
to inappropriate behavior.
I can only hope and
encourage that in t . future
anyone who spots sbspicious ·
activities will take the time to
report them: The kind of
action and effort that were
displayed by the people
Usted above.are tre ~ipd)hat

.,e

•·· .

\'t11mels b1f'~t .···otigh
to do the professional thing

or. a:1ennw. cook

Olrecfor of Media Services ·

~~'ff~~~~~~,;~~~·~~
BSC Christmas Concert
The SSC Chorale and Chamber Singers will be performing
on December 9th at 8:00 p.m. in the Student Union Auditorium. Admission is free. Get into the Christmas spiritl Come
and enjoy our Christmas program.

Westgate and South

Shor~

Shuttle Bus

Photo: Ancty MCCollough

See a movie, Do some shopping! Bus leaves every Friday at 6:30
p.m., returns by IO p.m. Bus will alternate by going to Westgate and
The drawing for Boris the Bear will be on December 12. The Bear is being raffled off by the South Shore Plaza. Tickets for Westgate Cinema are sold in the Info
Russian Club.
Booth, at $2.50 per ticket. Ticket prices are: Westgate $1.00, South
Shore $1.50. Tickets sold at SGA Office. SGA sponsored.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~HUIUUUUUUUUIUUIU~UUUIUUUUUIUUUUHUUIHHIUHUUIHHUHUHUHHHHUUUUIUUUUIHUIUIUUUUUUIPIHUUUHUUUHHUUIUHHHUUUUIU~UIH
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. NO PARKING
Several BSC students have
been very upset to discover
that their cars have been
towed from the lane between ·
toe Art Building and the.Unitarian Church, running from
School. to Summer Street by
the cemetary. This .lane is.
property of the First Church
and has been since. 1716.
. No parking is permitted
anywhere in the lane .without
a special permit issued by the
church. No ·parking signs
have been posted but are frequently removed by mysterious persons: However, one
young woman,· very upset ~t
not finding her car, stated I

·1

QhrALphq

i
:

.i

I

=

asked what the no parking
signs meant"; they mean no I
parking.
·t___
Cars parked in· the lane _
without authorization are 5
towed by Picketts garage, on

todwn1.f!~ey

Rt. 18 soufth of
aret
very care t:1l an. e 1~1ent. 1
costs $25 to retreive a car,
p.lus $5 more if the transmission has to be disconnected,
and considera'bly· more if a
ramp truck is required.
. A limited number of spaces
are avail~ble at the beginning
of each semester. A donation
of $25 per · · semseter is

required.

=

A charismatic christian fellowship

~-=

E=-=

Meetings are held every. Thursday at 11 :00 a.m. in
· pr
th A
f
th I f
·
the ymou . oom, ·across · rom · e. n ormatwn
Booth in the Student Union.
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Chi Alpha Cares
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COUNT THE REINDEER
CONTEST!
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Deadline for entries is January 20, 1984
that's more than a month ciway - so there's

t
~
t!

:i
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~.:~

i

Dec. 15 to 23

t

_..j REINDEER

in the COMMENT .

YOUR COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

II;

""~

. . _ _ j_

WHETHER USED HERE 0R NOT

!

· The prize for the correct amount of reindeer are two movie tickets for each winner, which are good at
ti
General Cinema Theatres. Contest only open to Bridgewater State College Students.There can be
only two winners. In the event of several correct answers, there will be a lottery. All entries are to be
lit
submitted to the Comment secretary between the hours of 9 am. and 2 p~. A valid l.D. must be
";;.
approved by the secretary. Only one entry per contestant. Winners will be notified in the January
:~ 26th issue of the Comment.
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USED BOOKS

AJ.

Any fool cWan cothunt reihndet er, you say.
e.11, en, w a are
you waiting for?

·

50 ~

MUST HAVE CURRENT MARKET

tr

no excuse not to enter!

~

~~

UPTO

FORYOUR

We buy all USED textbooks ...

~~

1

Q

WE PAY

¥

Count them all - including those in this
ad - and submit. your answers
on the entry form below.

~~

USED BOOKS!

ff

Reindeer will be scattered throughout
this issue, some in obvious places some in not so obvious places.

¥

for your

it
r.

Count the total number of reindeer
which appear in this week's paper and
you could win!

i

CASH!

_

~1'.Il. ~
1f'
t'1'

ff

f
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S.U. Bldg.

Tuesday

u

Dpc. 13th
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Coming to B .. s.c.
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UPCOMING GRAD/PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL·

i,¢y- ~QJ ~IQ

ADNISSIONS TESTS

..~'\.~a

·sponsor~d

by.the Cqmrnunications Club

·,··\~

\Y ·

SGA Profile _ofthe Week
Hello, my name is Karen ·
Treadup and I am a Student·
Government Association
Senator for the class of i 987.
Jhe senate is the legislative
branch of the Student
Government; that is 1 we
represent the student body
and vote with their best inter:9sts in mind. At present, the
major project of the senate is
the renovation ·ot the tennis
courts behind Scott Hall. We
have already allocated
$18,000 to be used to repair
ihetenniscourtsandtobuild
a basketball court. This
11oney is only about half of
Nhat the total costs will add
"'P to. When completed, this
project will be a great assetto ·
)Ur school, but in order for it

to be a success, we need student supportt
Thesenateisalsosponsoring a raffle to benefit the
Globe Santa Fund. The
ticketsarethreeforadollar.
First priz~ is a television set
and second prize is a home
computer. Tickets are available in· theSGA office, in front
:)f the bookstore, and in the
dorms.
The senate also branches
out into several subcom rri i tte es. The sub;..
committe·e I am· most
involved in is the Student
Rights and Freedoms Committee. This committee consists of the Attorney General
(Dan Magoon), and appointed senators Trista Farmosa,

Application
TEST

\

Test Date

GMAT -.
Kanagement
GRE

Jan. 28, 84

LSAT~Law

Mar. 3,

Veterinary

Mar. 3, 84

NTE;...Teaching

Mar. 24, 84

Feb.

4, 84
84

Deadline
Dec. 26, 83

Dec.

29~

Feb. 2,

84

Feb 6, 84
. Feb. 20,

-

APPLICATIONS FOR EACH ARE AVAILABLE
IN THE CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT
.OFFICE .

'83

•

8L!.

Dan Diethelm, Ph.D., director
Tanya Duffy, M.Ed., L.CS.W

David Duhaime, Ph.D.

'.\

i

i

Susan Allen, M.Ed., C.A.G.S.

j

~
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The COUNSELING CENTER

Located in Grove Street Building, Main floor

S~op

Monday - Friday

by or call

8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m .

697-1331 for appointment

..................

•+

•
•

End the

•+

•
•tt

: EMPTY POCKET :
:
SYNDROME!!
.:
: SECRETARIES/WP, TYPISTS/·
t DATA ENTRY, RECEPTION-

+ l~JS
FJL··' r__P9_.&J~U_lil~~KS._+ .....·.··:,,~··· ,;;;'".,,..•....~. ,~.... -~···~_. ..··,_·:·...· . -·:""'
.·.· .· _,_·. :_·'"·. _·',·. ·-.· ·--•:'."'"·"""'··-~M-~~
+
PACKE~S and WAREHOUSE+ ' - ·
-:·,~.~-~~«'""'.':~~"" ·
+ WORKERS can pay holiday,. On Tuesdayf Oecerrtber wilt hold
bills witht ·13th and. Wednesday,
t temporary jobs from OFFICE+ December 14th, OASIS will
: SPECIALISTS. Call the office near:
hold our four workshop ses• you. for information . and ant
sions, provided by the Career
appointment.
.·.:·· Planning and Placement
Acton, MA
(617} 259_9555
Office. The topics of these
(617) 263-9566
will be resume development,
+Boston, MA
(617) 357 _8300
job search, career place•+Burlington, MA
(617> 273 _1470
ment, and interviewing. They
+Cambridge, MA (
)
•+
will be held between 11 am
•
617 354 7215
_
•
+Framingham. MA ( )
and 1 p)m in the Rathskeller
237 1750
t
(617
(the Rat .
)
_
617 879 6332

+school, and ·winter

i.++

+·
+
+
·+

•
t

Lowell, MA
: Manchester, NH
• Methuen. MA
+Nashua? NH
Quincy MA
+Stoneham. MA

(617) 458-7533
(603) 623-1181
(617) 682-1792
(603) 883-6830
{617) 786-8564
(617) 438-4901
(617) 273-1472

+
+
+

it

+

i
t+
~+
t............... • • • ....+++
Waltham. MA

C617l 890-4404

Tentatively scheduled for
February 7th and 8th is Kath·
erine Fletcher's talk on sel1
assertiveness. In Mar.ch, we
will try to set up another
workshop session to examine careers available in your
field of interest.
OASIS now has a file
cabinet located in the Student Organizations Room.
And later this semester we
will begin petitioning for a
cubicle (Club Room) for next
year.
We have confirmed that we

bJ ... monthly split

meetingsonthefirstTues~~y
& Wednesday andthird"'(ue~"'.'

day & Wednesday Qf ,a~tl'
month. These meetings wOJ..
begin on February 7th and
8th. The time, 11. am through
1 pm;wiU remain·thesamefor
all meetings unless otherwise
stated. At this time we do not
knowwherethe meetings will
be held. The newsletter will
come out the first week of
every month.
If you have any children
between the ages of 5 and 11
that you will need to arrange
a babysitter for during Febr.uary Public School vacation·,
please contact me immediately. Also if you want a Tshirt, sweatshirt, pin or patch,
let me know.
Our Christmas party was a
great success. I wish you
good luck on your finals and I
hope that everyone will take
advantage of. the workshops
next week.

:***tr***************************~***'
SOME.THINGS ·1
CAN'T WAIT. * SAVE THE COM,MENT!I l*
.
. .
.
. . . :
~ New staff members are desperately needed.if *

If you go to school or work in
Boston, you should know where
to go for birth control, counseling,
and women's health care. We at
'' Preterm know that even a minor
problem can be scary, and the last
thing you want is an appointmenttwo weeks away. At Preterm,
a woman counselor will give you ·
personal, confidential attention.
Preterm. The most experienced
reproductive health care center ,
in the Northeast. Call 738-6210.
. Monday-Friday 3!00 to 8:30 PM.

preterm.
· A licensed nonprofit he3Ith care facility.
1842 Beacon Street, Brookline, MA 02146

.

irhe Comment is to continue!

:

.
~
~ Editorial positions are. available., as well as ~
:positions on the production .staff. Reporters,
lf-typists, and photographers are also needed. No
:experience is necessary-~you'll find that you ~
:will learn much more than you think.

*

!
*
*

,. .

•

•

i
*i

Meetings are held every Tuesday at 11 :00 in
The Comment office next to the. Bookstore.

PLEASE HELP US!f

*~

*

*

·~

************************************

~appy ~ew vear

W.ELCOME BACK
..DANCE
sponsdred by .the Class of '86~

STUDENT

UNION.BA~(-ROOM

·January 21, 1984

8

pm~ ..

12

featuring "SHIVERS"

playing "TOP 40 "
Tickets.are $2.50 in'advance' $3.00 at the door

Tickets are &vailable in front of the Bookstore.
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Mank,
I hope that
u have a great
Love, Nancy

latmael 143.:.+ever

To
GPG:

OMG

Merry Xmas &
Happy New Year!
I love you, hon. You're
the beat. Love always,

J •UYQ Q
l'Yt'lliiU I

J

Christmas and
keE!p· smllihg: Love your
' · ,. tavorfte'Roomy ''i
Nancy
'

Tammy

Rock,
Don't worry

:1.i
let's
/~U get some
~~~~~~,,·;,,mistletoe and
;;') r:'-~ ·ffieet at the Candy
Counter on Saturday!
Merry Xmas!
"ACE".

-.,

of~ays.

'<~::1'\bout it, it'll
ntt'llurt for a couple

to know you better.
I wish you much joy and

Goodbye
Denis, Kathy,
Ed. Donna, and
Kathy,'Kerri, Kim, Ralph,
& Sarah. Bye Pete, Annie
'een, Kathy, Jeanni~
and Newton ...
Matt

your BSC friend

· }lapj>jncss this. Christ·
Irias season.· See Ya.

Andrea,
I just want
to thank you

(Our first). JL.

for being you, & wish
you a very Merry Xmas.

2A

Merry
Christmas!
Love YOU,

Bet her

Greg. Bye Jim, Kevin,

Sye
Maggie.
Mark. JL,
Jumpin, and Andrea.
Ellie. Mike, Nancy and

Jean. Sandy, Nummie,
.

Matt

and Cheryl...

M~rry
Chris.Jmas &
a Happy New
Year to all the members
of theSGA.
Love attd kisses,
Xena

Dear

·~halm,

!Jove you
alwaya.\~ve, Seth and
Jessi°'~ Mommy

To

Nancy:
Little .diddY
about Nanc &
forever.

Donna two lust\8$ living
In Bridgewater!

love. OQnna

Frle~

.. ,

to

...

t~i~.
BIZZ

May your daY•
Bee Merry

Merry
Chrlatm.s lo
aUmy

"roomies"
Lov•, Xena
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Comment 8taff
of 1183. You hmwe
made my
th• beat
fferf
Thanks·
and Merrr Chrl111Ma

trom
8tuert

To
Mary
Have a Merry
Christmas and
; ., •.;, ....... ·.~·~ ...f&.l..._•-'rt'.-.....;_~ ....;

f'.

keep· smllilig; ·tove your

·1ove you both.

nents can't separate
you from my
heart. Semper am.iG.o.

-·f
Eddie

Dad, Mom,
Danny, Diana,

To the BSC

Shotokan Karate

Bill&,
Thanks for the
smile every Tuea.

and Thura. I neQded
them. especla11y·1n a

Beth

,.

Chrit1tmas and a

,,

D.C. Honey

Bunriy. Looking

1

forward to cohabitatlng

· with you. next semester.
Love you a lot!
Your pal,
Mag

Happy New Y"r.

class like D&D. You
made my day.

Team; Congi''1ts on promo

and your great job at the
· NECKC Tournament

Dear
Ll[tllle,

Greg

All my loVe.

Donna. Merry

Are you
Nortcmlte or

Teri arid
M.B., Merry

·1·.·V!:t11
_to: .~. .'ou
...
al!,•.. '. fl

, Nancy, Deni~.
. And Don,... A Very
Merry

Xmas. LOOl<ing

Tina
May this
be the first
of many happy
Chrlstmasses to-

Merry

torwarq to .fun tlm•

I love ya! Wishing you
Iota of happiness this
holiday Mason. Love.
. Ed~ie

Wlleatle? tn any case. ·

The Guys
Christmas, and
a great vacation. Love
-and frlend11 always.
Nancy

Have a

ther. All My Love.
Rich

and Nana. What a
great family! I have
so much to be
thankful

Cathy M;,
my friend.
from Lynn, I'd like

to know you better.
I wish you much joy and

· Jtappjnelis this Christ·

...

,

to

~

...

,:«·tw.J, ..
.__...... _,_~L-

-

·1,.r
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The .Christmas· Comp:aent

.·Thursday,· December 8,

1~83

Hey

To
an my
brothers and
sistera of Phi
Pi Oetta. You are all the
best. Merry XMAS and a
Happy New Year.
Cass

Pooter!
Snogg!e
Snoggle-KissKiss! Have a happy
holiday you Christmas
Bear! Love,
Jeff

Tony,
Thank you
for keeping me
company in the art
gallery, the hours
flew by in no time.
Hope

Butch-Have you got me on your wavelength? Have an excellent Chrls1mas and
a super New Year. I'll miss you over break.
143 Love, Sarah.
Merry
Christmas
Peter. Hope Math
Analysis brings you a

SeanPatrick,
May your tree
grow strong and
beautiful for an
eternity. Love,
White Birch

Red

Judy, Bud Hoodie and
Budnik,
What is there to say to each
other that we haven't al ready
said, You've got a friend" for
life kid. Love, Scott

Nancy,
Merry· Xmas &
Happy New Year to
you & Rob! Thanks
for being such
a good friend!
Love, S.G.

Jan, my
"bestest buddy",
I'm glad we got to know
each
other better. I hope you
have a
wonderful Christ-mas
and a
Happy New Year. Lots
~
of Love.
,.,
lliJl
Dave
lllJ-l

Hope

B.

Love,

Scott and Judy,
What did I do to deserve
such understanding
friends? Love ya both, Jim.
P.S. What's a Budnik?

Shella,
l hope our
schedules don't
conflict next semester. I've missed talking
to you.

To the RA Staff:
From the tintJnnabulation of Boyden
Hall's dome to my basillk's glare, may a
numinous force fill you with hope, love,
and peace this holiday seas~n!

To
all thos~
cool dudes in
Apt. 40: Have
an awesome Xmas
and a
wicked cool New
Year.
Chin out! Love, M.
Morrison

To
the· guys
in 3180.
Merry Xmas. May
~ou find out the
identity
of your mystery caller
w_hoever she is. Good
luck. You'll
need it.

-·

TJF:
Thank you for•
taking me to
the. ball Prince
Charming
I had an "excellent'
Friday night Love
you, RCS •

Pam & Sheila, Happy Holidays Alvin & Kappy. Flea

Have a
Merry 1st
Christmas
Kristen Marie. Love.
Uncle Steve & Aunt Sue

Donna,
·The semester's
been too short.
Have a great Xmas.
Don't
forget Gopher
12/1/83
or Giraffe 10/83.
Luv, Jo.

Maria, Kristen and Chrissy,
I haven't forgotten you
really. I still love you(and all
of Section· 3 Wood). Love,
·J.im

BSCP/RG,.
You guys are
awesome! I'm
really excited· about next
semester. Patrice & April, get
out and canvase! The
Hawaiian Christmas Party

'

Dear Laura,
I couldn't ask for a more terrific roommate than you in this whole wide world.
Have a super Christmas and see you next
semester. Love and hugs, OS.

the greatest.
Paul,
Thank you
for being the
star on the top of my
Xmas tree. I lov'3 you,
Merry Christmas.
Judy

Mary, Joanne, Robin,
Margret, Michelle,
Maureen, Debbie, Joanne,
l,.uc , J.

Betty,
You made it! It's all downhill
from here. See you back
home over the break. Love,
Jim. P.S. Good luck on your
finals.
Coonies,
You two are

without you. Ha11e a
good one! Love,
Cooney #3Donna

Mank.
I hope that
you have a great
Chrii;tmas! 143-4cvcr

Love, Nancy

Hi Tisha,
What would I do without you
to tell me stories. Can we
talk here. Good luck in playing doctor --you have great
hands. Love, Scott

Dearest
Barbara, I

enjoyed Crashing
with y-0u the other night.
I hope we can do it
again soon. Love,
Ralph
So
Long
Mank, Schick,
Des., and Cass.
Rob.

Kathy,
Thanks fo·r
being you. Let's
follow the yellow brick
road again. Have a magical
Christmas
Love ya,
'Mr. Ceilophane

TQ

Galina,
We hope you ba'lfe a fantastic Christmas and we wish the best to you always
in everything you do forthe tu1ure. We're
gonna miss you next semester! 4th floor_Durgin

To

to

rm

Dr. Jean
Fitzpatrick:
We wish you 11nd'°
yourfamily a very merry
Xmas &. happy New Year!
·Love, Nancy & Sheila

Donna and
Peggy, the
two greatest
roomates any person could
ever have. Have a safe
and happy holiday.
LoveYa's,
Nancy

Scott &
Jim,. You guys
are the best!
Even· though I can be a
W.B., you'reprobably 2
of the best friends a
woman can have.
Love Ya, L.F.

\

Margaret,
Sheila and
Kathy(W,S.),. I
can't waif for next
semeste'r!
sure we'll
have a great time.
Love~ Judy(W.B.)

To Katie, Beth, Deb, BJ and
Cindy:
Thanks for being great roo.mmates this past year.
Have a great Christmas
Love
Kath.

ya,

!" •

Section 3
Woo(i Haf/, Rm
32, 16 & 53and
Moe,· Marva and Rm 510D
···
Feliz· Navidad!
Flea

'

\

.

~

Jo, I'll be there to visit.;.a Iott Especially ~
'when things get a little bit frightening.
Trap that GOPHER some Thursday night. ~
Luv, Donna ..

Jimmy~ Roomie, Jim, James
Joseph,
·
It's such a silly name! We
have to be the worst roommates in 'the world, because
we ar'e always at each
outher's throats. Can't you
stop. talking 'for one night in
your life? You just go on and
on and on. Ohwefl,'l've been
up allf}ight before. I might as
well stay here next semester.
Hear that ·everyone. Love,
Scott.

Week of 12/8 - 12/15

Week of 12/16 - 12/23
Thursday

ThursdJy
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
Scrambled Eggs
S"'usage
Pancakes
Assorted Donuts
ToasVbutter/jelly

Soup Du Jour
Taco w/ Shredded lettuce
Fried Chicken Nuggets
w/ choice bf sauces
Peas
French Fries

Soup_Du Jour
Roast Turkey
w/dr~sing and gravy
Mashed Potato
'Alb Hamburger w/Bacon
Cauliflower Au Grautin
Italian Blend Vegetahles

Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
Scrambled Eggs
Sausage
Pancakes w/syrup
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

Clam Chowder
Fried Fish Tails
Pepperoni Pizza
Onion Rings
Green Beans
Sliced Carrots

A::;sorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereal
Fresh fruit
Cheese Omelet
Wattles
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

Assorted Julces
Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
Cheese Omeiet
Waffles
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

Clam Chowder
Hot Pastrami on Bulkie
Tuna Melts
Mixed Vegetables

Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
Eggs to Order
fiirench Toast
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

Tomato Soup
Steak & Cheese Sub
Tuna Salid on a Bulkie
Home Fries
Zuchini and tomato

Tomato Soup
Chicken Cutlets
w/Supreme sauce
Ziti w/ Meatsauce
Italian Potatoes
Peas
Cauliflower

Chicken Noodle Soup
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Fried Clam Roll
Potato Puffs

Chicken Noodle Soup
Roast Sirloin of
Beef w/gravy
Grilled Knockwurst
w/Sauerkraut
Mashed Potatoes
Beets
Broccoli

Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereal
Fresh Fruit
Eggs to Order
Waffles
Sausages
Ast>orted Donuts
Toast/butter/jell:f

Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
;Cheese Omelet
Waffles
Assorted Donuts
Toast/ butter/jelly

Clam Chowder
Italian Sausage Sub
Chinese Beef Pepper Sub
Fried Rice
Corn
Peas

Clam Chowder
Chicken Filet on a Bun
Stuffed Peppers
w/Tomato. Sauce
French Fries
Green Beans

Minestrone Soup
Roast Leg of lamb
Franks & Beans
I brown bread
Oven Brown Potatos
Green Beans
Cauliflower

Beef Noodle Soup
Cold Cut Italian Sub
Chicken Croquettes w/
Supreme Sauce
Home Fries
Sliced Carrots

Beef Noodle Soup
Roast Turkey w/dressing
Stuffed Shells
Mashed Potato
Broccoli
Corn

Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereal
Fresh Fruit
Scrambles Eggs

Chicken Rice Soup
Beef Noodle Au Gratin
BBQ Chicken on a Bun
OnlOfl Rings
Sliced Carrots

Panct;1.kes w/Bacon

Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

~~~~~

Wednesday

e1116•W@f1.1@IM ,, ~.,,.,,'!"·~ •··

Corn Chowder
Pizza
Turkey Tetraz.zini.
1 1
' ' ' ' P-otato Puffs
French Cut Greeri Beans

Clam Chowder
Lobster or Steak
Chicken Cutlet
Baked Pptato
Green Beans Almondlne
Cauliflower
Strawberry Shortcake

Clam Chowder
Baked Macaroni & Cheese
Fried Chicken Pieces
French Fries
Sliced Carrots

Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereal
Fresh Fruit

Starting Thursday night,
December 15th, exam treats
wm be served at an dorms on
campus.
Take a break

Tuesday

French Toast
Assorted Donuts
Toast/ butter/jelly

Minestrone Soup
Hot Pastromi on a Bun
Grilled Pepper Steak
French Fries
Peas

Monday

. Monday

1111

Clam Chowder
Stuffed Filet of Sole
Lasagna wiMeatsauce
Onion Rings
Spinach
Carrots

.Sunday Brunch

Brunch

Assorted Juicss
Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
Pancakes
Eggs to Order
Assor.ed Donuts
Toast/ butter/jelly

Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit_ .

Clam Chowder
Tuna Casserole
Grilled Cheese
French Fries
Sliced Beets

Saturday

Brunch

Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
Eggs to Order
French .Toast
Assorteg Donuts
Toastibutter/je!ly

Sunday

Vegetable Soup
Shake n' Bake Chicken
Meatloaf w/gravy
Oven Brown Potatoes
Corn
Zuchini w/Tomato

Soup
Meatball Subs
Fish Square on a Bun
Cauliflower
. Onion Rings

Friday

Friday

Saturday

V~etable

Cheese Omelet

Waffles
. Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

Clam Chowder
Shaved steak
Baked Ham
Batter Dipped Fish
Mashed Potatoes
Mixed Vegetables
Slicecl Beets

Tuesday
Cream/Mushroom Soup
BLT Sandwich
Sloppy Joe on a Bun
Italian Green Beans

Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereal
Fresh Fruit
Scrambled Eggs
Pancakes w/Bacon
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

from studying
ai:ad treat yourself!

c:~:iam/Mushroom

Wednesday
Cor"n Chowder .
Sheppard's Pie
w/gravy
Fishsticks on a Bun
Baked beans;
Spinach

Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
Cheese 0 melet
French Toast
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

Corn Chowder
Pork Chops w/Stuffing
'!4 Pounders w/ Bacon
Hot Apple Sauce
Mashed Potatoes
Squash
Oriental Blend Vegi::tables

-

. . •

. •

.

•

Corn Chowder
Baked Chicken
1
/.lb Hamburger w/Bacon
Rice Pilaff
Cauliflower w/Pimentos
· French Cut Green Beans

.

W\ter~'W!.if\11.!!SW\11J!tW\1!1•_"1i,.."1i~'
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Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed .

Thur
1
7:45 AM11:00 PM

=~~~

4

1:00 PM10:00 PM

6

5
7:45 AM11:00 PM

12

11
1:00 PM10:00 PM

18
1:00 PM10:00 PM
Closed

1s~

7:45 AM11:00 PM

7:45 AM11:00 PM

7:45 AM11:00 PM

20

19
7:45 AM11:00 PM

7:45 AM11:00 PM

7:45 AM11:00 PM

13

7:45 AM-:
11:00 PM

3

2
7:45 AM5:00 PM

7:45 AM5:00 PM

14

15

7:45AM11:00 PM
classes end

7:45 AM11:00 PM
exams begin

7:45 AM10:00 PM

21

22

23

16

7:.45 AM11:00 PM

7:45 AM11:00.PM

7:45 AM5:00 PM
exam$ end

8:30 AM4:00 PM

17
8:30 AM"10:00 PM

24
Closed
f

27
Closed

28

.29

7:45 AM"'."'""

7:45 AM~

4:00 PM

4:00 PM

7:45 AM4:00 PM

30
7:45 AM4:oo· PM

'

31
Closed
.

What is the Righ~s .and Freedoms Committee?
To BSC Students,
We, the members of the
Rights and Freedoms. Com..,.
mittee of the SGA, exist to
protect and defend the rights
of students. Our purpose is to
defend these rights and freedoms when it· is necessary
and to make students aware

of school policies andprocedures which affect them. We
are . also available to give
advice in times of need.
Don't waste oyr time and
yours. Please make use of
our committe~. After all, you
elected us. So, feel free to
stop by the SGA office any

time of you have any questionswhich concern you.
Sincerely Yours,
Dan Magoon
Nadine Lucas
Karen· Teadup
Trista Formosa
Members of the Rights &
FftHK./oms Committee

Psychology Club
Happenings
Looking back, the Psychology Club had
many exciting happenings, and befor!3 we get
psyched on finals, here is an update.
· On Thursday, November 3rd, the Psychology Club held a meetin-g with guest speaker
Chris White. The topic was Graduate School.
Chris spoke of his experiences as a first year
graduate student and had current news about
graduate school requirements. He gave us lots
of important tips to include in our future plans.
Chris White is a Bridgewater State College
.graduate and is presently.enrolled at the Harvard University Graduate School.
Saturday, November. 5th,: $ome .of our
members attended the Massachusetts Psychological Association Conference. in Dedham. It
was great being With prof.essionals.
lel!rned .

we

a great deal.·

...

·.

26

-=sliillD.U~t,

By Rachel Cooper

8:30 AM4:00 PM

10

9

8

Sat

Frl

'

7

Soup

Breaded Veal Steak wF
Brown Sauce
Spaghetti w/Meatballs
Oven Brown Potaotes
Peas
. Corn

. ·.. . . . . . . . . . . .

..

Sunday,, November 6th, ,Open House at Stu..,
Unicm. Baflro()rn· The Psychology Club ·
setupatable,bannnec afLto promote the club,
~~ and itwas a big success~
Thursday, Novem.Qer Hth, there was no
meeting, due to the beginning of registration.
On .Thursday, December 1st, Lin,da Hatch
spoke on Parapsychology· at our--meeting.
Congratulations to Eileen Skinner, who was
elected secretary of the club. We also hefd a
Christmas Social, followed by the Psychology
Club meeting. The party was a success.
Thanks to all the people who helped with the
activites of the Psychology Club. We are looking forward to the next semester for manyPsy. chology Happenings. Watch the Cbmmentfor
details and check the Psychology Bulletin
Board for up to date announcements of meetings and activities.
Happy Healthy Holidays t rom the Psychology

oent
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S11orts
Number One In New England
•

J/l!j

By Douglas Benson

Overall the scoring was
well rounded. Choukas'
" ... and a Happy New Year." twenty points led all scorers.
Oh,umm, this is a .basketball while Junior Cathy Baker
report isn't it? Oh well, Happy added fa.urteen, Felicia
Holidays anyway!
_ Houston eight, Laurie
O'Connell seven, and Gina
The women's basketball
DiGiavanni and Carolyn Parteam incidentally ignited
themselves to an impressive sely both had six points.
77-37 win at Sal Regina fast
Other key contributors
Thursday night to capture toward the winning cause
were starting guard JoAnn
the Iona Invitation~!
championship.
- Runge(Consequently rn last
The game was just about weeks report, l made a mis. history as far as BSC was take by .saying that JoAnn
concerned due to the 43-13 was a substitute; however
halftime lead. Bridgewater's she is in fact a starter. I'm
sorry for the mistake). Runge
rock soltd defense allowed
only two points ln the .first had four points, one steal',
quarter, and they came on and one ·rebound in the .
two free th rows with 8:43 game. Forward Jody Collicut
gone.in the period.
was the biggest force under
the boards for the Lady
Pam Dunbury, a freshmai:
Bears, as she pulled down 11
guard out of Catumet,M.A
scored her first two points o'
rebounds with four points
and one steal. Centerthe season along with twc·
rebounds and Christin~
forward Laura Campagna
Chouk.as, the starting fresh
netted four points, one steal
man forward had a tremenc
and one rebound. Cathy
Dors, a versatile guard and
ous game scoring twen1.
forward had two points and
points, pulling down foL
rebounds and stealing thr::
three rnbounds.
ball tri ti mes. Defensive
Tuesday night at Wheaton
College, the women's team
minded freshman guard Lori
once again went on the wa
Boylan also stole the ba!i
path in a convincing 81-4
three "imes.

victory. As. the scoring went,
Wheaton didn't for the
remaining 5:43 of the first
halt. BSC as a team had an
amazing 23 steals, 38
rebounds. and on top of that
the team scored 7.5 points
over their seasonal average.
The points tota! didn't
deviate that much for this
game. The sensational freshman forward, Christine
Choukas was the high scorer
with thirteen points. Guard
JoAnn Runge· showed how
much scoring ability she has
by adding twelve points. Felicia Houston also scored in
double figures with ten
·points. Jody Collicut was the
defensive stalwart. as she
nabbed six rebounds with
five, four in the first half.
Cathy Baker was the high
rebounder with eight.
The teams record now
stands at 6-0, which is the
best record in New England
(Div.Ill) at the time.
BSC will play host to pere n n ia I foe Salem State
tonight in the Kelly Gym at
6:00 p.m. And I'll venture to
guess that whichever team
wins this game will be the
definite favorite in the MAS-

ears

10 against Eastern ConnectiCAC division this year.
Two more games will be cut State, and Wednesday
played before the winter . December 1·4 against Gordon
break. Both games wilt be at State.
.. ~:' .... "' '\
home, Saturday December
~~~)r.c=~~~;q-

·Are you the Unknown Wrestler the team is looking for?
Photo: Ed Donahue

Unknown
Wrestler?

By M:xe Storey

Dias has been a g re·at help to
The men's squad is ho Iding
their own so far this season.
the Bearss as he has averWe are now going into the
They are coming offa {92-76)
aged (1 O pts, 4 assists per
last-· week of scheduled. triumph over Mass. Maritime game) since his early season
classes for the flrst semester.
to up their record to (4-3).
arm injury. .
. . .
lt aJsols:theend for all varsity· This past waeekend they finThe meh's wrestling squad ·
sports. p·~og;~ins . unm Janu- · ished in second place irrthe
opened 1JP their sea~on this By Liz CahHI
ary. Focf(le;;;, ~~l$ Ume of year Berkshire. pt,assic, h~ld .· a~ past weekend (1-2) withawin
mea:ns. riOtPCfe.lat~ n)ght$· No·rth Ad'.<lt;Q~ S,tate. A~er.an ·over· Trinity but ~me up
The Bridgewater Wrestling
· atter.,tioffi.e;1$a~ n,q.·mor~·.~~ .Qpefyifl9· rpt:J!td :Vt9£0'¥>,:,over short· against .Norwick and ·team's roster shows a squad
&tatl~ti"CS a~in:g;~tU;· 9:1 rri!f _hOS\:N:: ~"'
tl§~~~t t~: W.PJ. This Saturday 1hey ·of various high school cham-

ea.rs.and '.it.b~~Jtf;f9!f!\ ~ttnQ:-

· ·.· g·'W••
.:·.·~,·~.l i'......· ".·.t.·..

~.:~.'.' (~
7.hn..~,.·.•. :. . · -t~ke
on Rhode lslaru:i Col-·
l~ge, Mass. Maritime and MIT.

pion· and cqllege place·
, winners~ But. despite these
63) ·i·ntbe:lfi:i:at$i~1horn~ ·:'aV(ay~,. · . , . . .. ......
.
·
meritable athletes. Coach
son was . $elect~· t~ ·. the' . .~e la(jie~ swim te:arn had· .Jack Johnson faces a probau~toure·y·tea:n1Jorth~S:·1,we.-· t~etr hQme debut spolte<i.bt... 1em; this.season~ The team
Regi$ College losjngJ&f-:59}>' has .
·.wrestlers for the
kend's effort$.~.
days arid nights in the library
Senior forwttrd Uevere · They are away at erandeis .. 1771bs.J901bs.. and heavyfinishing that paper that was
Morris is or• the verge of joi.ntonite . and then travel to weight classes.
due· ·yesterday, lots of coffee
ing th~xcfusive·1.ooo po.int
Col:bywiththemen'steamon
Coach· Johnson encour· for that fast minute ·cram...
club of Bridgewater State. ·saturday. •·
..
·ages any "unknown wrest-·
ming, and sleepless night~
Devere ne~d.s juSt five, points
ters." to try ouUor the team.
worrying about that final you
against Sate.m State tonight
lntramurats
·''Allyouhavetodoisshowup
have to pass or you don't
at home (8:00 p.m.) to reach
Intramural basketball. :in the small gym at 4:00 p.m.
graduate for .another year:
that plateau.·
schedules for 2nd semester · any weekday. ready to wresThese days l think I'd rather
The return of.captain Mark
play wm be available on Fri- tle,... says. Johnson.
be me than you •. but then
See BEARS p. 11
· _He appeals to former
there are other daya when t
· A.. ~' ' . ~. .·.
wrestlers who have placed
wish our rotes were reversed.
second or third · 1n high
Anyways, back to ·sports.
·.
. .
school ~ate championships
. The women's basketball
to reach personal goals of
.team ls absolutely crushing
becoming a champion. He
opponents so far. this year.·
invites beginners to "learn
With a (6-Q) record they are
the game and get in the best
ranked #1 in New England .
shape of their lives."
. This past Tuesday they clobHead Coach Jack Johnson
bered Wheaton (81-42).
had a 129-31-3 c, .1mg
Tonite they take on Salem
!·.(\
. · .._)
· ;--;.
record at Brockton High
~~
State (6:00 p.m.) who ranked
School. With the help of
#2 in New England so the
Assistant Coach Majiid
final score should be a close
q Jamali, former world cup
one. The ladies get no rest
place winner and former
pfter that as they take on E.
1
0
Connec+icut State two days
later at home on Saturday
standard" for his team that
Wre1Hlnst coaching staff--1983-84
{7:00 p.m.)+~
Photo: Ed Donahue
both the team and the rest of
for a wbUe.,,

$

•

auf tor')rou the

•

work ha$
just begun. With exams brea':"
thing downyourneckallyou
have to look forward to are

.,.aea
.. . .

. ·.,·.·. •· . . o···

. ""

.

.... · .":.,.··.

no

·_ "

cf

hE

\NG f·

the college can be proud of.
Already the coach feels he
has reason to be proud of the
team. His squad includes
Captain Greg Wilson (the
two-time New England Prep
School Champion), Jeff
· Nummetin .(3rd place winner
in New Englands for SSC last
year}, Pat Stephanson (1980
Champion of Division 1 south .
s-ection)., Petry Cacciola
(1981 Stat& Champion), aod
Steve Cacciola (198.2 Champion of Lowell Holiday
Tournament) ..
Through ••hard work and
discipline•:• Coach Johnson
hopes to shape these and
other athletes into a winning
team.
"When collegiate wrestling
is discussed around New
England and around campus, ·
Bridgewater has been mentioned as a non-entity. They
have been 'in the bag' so to
speak. Over the course of the
next few weeks you can
watch the sports page of the
Commentandseethegrowth
of BSC wrestling as the Bears
wrestle their way out of this
bag of anonymity", says
Johnson.
But his creation can never

~C~ fr~~~~~~~~~~:~~: t~e~:t : ~~nkcn~~le~re~t~~=·~ ~~~~:

ering around campus come
forward to join the team.~
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Sports
Aerobics-Alive and
Well atBSC

Aerobics class In Kelly Gym

Photo: Mike Storey

The Student Athlete

For those of you who are .
still in need of losing a few
and Friday to go along with :::;::::::::
pounds or a few · inches
the · regular . Monday and ~:~:~:~:~:~:
around the waist it seems that
Wednesday night classes {8- :~ml
aerobics exercise has · 9 p.m.).
~:;:~:~:~:~:
become the universal answer
Eileen Flaherty has been :~:~:~:~:~:~
to better health at Bridgeleading the noon time ses- ~:~:~:~:~:~:
water State College.
sions with Katie Perkins tak- ::;:::::::::
Last year an aerobics pro· ing over· for .Sue McManus f~i~1
gram was started through the
during the evening sessions. :~:~:~:~:~:
Intramural/Recreation OfThere· is no fee for these :::::::::::
fice. Classes were held two
classes and any BSC student, t~~J~
nights a week in the Kelly
faculty or staff person is ~:~:~:~:~;~
Gym with attendance varying
invited to work out.
~~ff~
from 30-60 per class.
So after X-mas break when :::::::::::
This year classes have
you have laid around for four :f~:f
grown both in attendance
weeks doing nothing but eat- :;~:~:~:~:~
and number. Between 75-100
ing home-cooked meals do .~:~:~:~:~:
students were attending
yourself and your body . a :t~:~:~:;
classes at the start of this
favor and come to aerobics in ~~t~t
semester. Classes have also
January. There's a mat for :::::::::::
~een expanded with a n~c
everyone.
· }{fa
t•me (12-1 p.m.) sesst'
:::::::::::

coach, Champagne says he
intends to represent the colThe sports at Bridgewater lege in a positive manner by
::::::::::::
State College have taken a promoting the "studentnew turn this season. Men's athlete" and by creating a
Basketball Coach Mark
competitive, entertaining ball
Champagne reflects this
program. He also wants the*
change by emphasizing the team to win the state confer- ~
"student-athlete" in his
enceleagueandtoqualifyfor
coaching philosophy.
the N.C.A.A At the same
The "student-athlete" idea time, he intends to provide ~.
attempts to treat athlet1cs guidance to players finding
Men;s Volleyball
and ac'1cj,~.00·~9!c·~~,gui~;bly¥ ~·· cHfficul~y in adjusting t~ the.~· Pro's . · .
·
A~c~·rdfrff~~fo ~ark Cham- seasons schedule. That 1s, to
Ashkan Khahatefah
pagne, the philosophy of Div- ~ssist those finding it h.ard to
sanjay Patel
ision 3 college sports is to Juggle sports and studies.
Mohammed Awalm
entertain the spectators by
Champagne includes the
Sam Chaiban
giving the team's best to a community in his objectives.
Bakan Sheri11
competitive ball program
~e
hopes. to expan? a. posi- ~ Jiro .lnove
1
1 1 11
. . .1
nf'tt! ~ rif"tf'i€tsame time, by gra- trve team image by invoMng
Demetrius Giannekopoulis
· duating players with degrees .the. players in community:- : Joel Gutienez . .
.
afterfouryears.
orientated programs.* MehedadHajian
Coach · Champagne ex- Already the team has puton
plains that Divi;sion 3 athletic clinics in .area towns. Even
team:1;fi'ltf~lit in9lude.prospec~
more~ . Coach 'Qhampagne
tive prof.essi6'n~1·:(;1)~!Jt'#pfiaye·r~·:'.;- w~sh~s ·:·~:to . encourage resiTherefore, the students must dents of surrounding .towns.~ .
.earn degrees . to build a to spectate· Bridgewater's·
future. Otherwise, Cham- games. He feels that Bridgepagne feels college would be water is a part of the com- ~
a waste of time .and money.
munity and residents .should
When asked about his f~el welcome to participate in ~
goals as men's basketball . its events.

By Liz Cahill

**
* ·a
*.
*
*
*
!
**
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F ll Intramural Champs

*

* ·
**
**
*
** ,_
~~*\·.
J

BEARS itrom p. ·.16)
day, Dec. 9th in the intramural rack in the . Kelly .Gym
.lobby. The men's. league will
have thirty-:two teams competing~ The women will be
well-represented with twelve
teams of their own. Indoor
soccer. schedules will be
·available on Dec. 13th in the
same place as basketballball
schedules. Both· women's
basketball and soccer will
play on Sunday _nights
throughouMhe 3rd quarter:

they. want. to go: Hurry, the
bus 1s getting full.

t

.**

Co-ed Volleyball

Women's Volleyball
BSC Rocks
Deb Carreiro
Oenf se Belanger
Chris Russell
Lori Raymond
Karen RapGhuck
. Laurie O'Connell
Jody Geary
Lynn Brown
· 001 Soucy
Jody CofHcut :.
Marcia Geod
· Karen McGee
Cathy Baker

What•a a Good Name?

Ashkan Khahatefah
Denise Belanger
Jodi Collicut
Laurie O'Conhell
Shawn O'Malley
Eric Alwardt
Mark Desfosie:rs
Diane Kffey
Kerry KHey ·

I: ..

s~ 1
~··::'·~

Kelly Gym
~
The gym will be closed for
exams on Dec. 15th. It will re- ~.
open Jan. 17th, 1984 at regu:lar time. Third quarter
schedules will be available
next week. The pool will be
open for limited swimming ~
during exams. Check gym
BAMFS.
lobby next week for times or
call Mike Storey, x2257.
. Since this is the ra·stedition
B.A.l.R.S.
of The Comment for 1983 I lf
The Smuggler's Notch trip would iike to wish all otyoua :
is almost full. Only 5 seats happy and healthy Xmas and
remain. Those interested
New Year over break. Good . ~
should bring $40.00 down
luck on your exams and ~ee
· payment to Mike Wendelsyou in January.
"4en's Flag Football
berg. or Mike Storey ASAP if
BAMFS.
.
.
'
.. lf Brian Dorrington
Mike Thomas
··································~* Vic
Pegoraro
Cindy MacDonald is a Club under the supervision of
Joe Walsh·
.
senior at Bridgewater State Program Director .l)nne FalBill Mclaughlin
College where she is major- Ion. Various activities of
Jim Kennedy
ing. in· Physical Education which she has been involved
Donny Acoin
with concentrations in includesupervisionofJunior ~
Bruce Campbell
Recreation and Teacher Round Robin, public relation
Brian Psare
Preparation.
duties, as we'll as overall club ~
Rick Flannagan
MacDonald is currently activities. Her internship covJim Haliday
· involved in an internship for ers a 16 week period which
Mike .Deluge
her recreation concentration will be ending In mid- · ~ · John McCarthy
at the Brockton Racquetball December. ·

*

*
*
!

*

**
*
!

*

** .

*·

.

*
**
l

**

*
**
*

Photo: Mike Storey
.,

Mad Doge

Photo: Mlklli $tor•Y

Women's Flag Football
Mad Dog•
Pam Johnston.
so· Pif kanis
Judy Thomas
Tammy. Malone
Sharon Henry
Michele Figuria . ,.• ,..,..., ...
Julie O'Hara
Jo Levine
Carolyn Parsley •
Darleen Donovan .

.

:

•

'
j
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Beachcomber Tours

BetteR.. ThAn (vER..

presents

S.GA.
JET tbUR

$27go
1~17

ct175
Ma~

0*

Marcti

BOOK EXCHANGE.

BUS TOUR

··

or March 17-24

to the

00 *

9-18 or March 16-25

TOUR INCLUDES
.

.

.

• Round Trip Jet Flight or Deluxe Motor Coach Transportation
•. First Class OCean Front Accommodations
• .Welcome Party with plenty of FREE BEER
• Discount ID Card· ·
·
• OPTIOf\tAL:. Kitchenettes, Disney World Epcot · Center
•Price Does Not l~l~de Addiliona • .;59.00 for tax, service & gratuities.

*MAKE Re~ervations by J~nuary 1st, '84 and
$25:00 DEPOSIT REQUIRED

UMITEO SPACE AVAILABLE
.CONTACT:

.----ALSO AVAILABLE

Donna
697 ._ 0061

Jet Flight Only $21 gOo .
.
Bus Transportation Only· $13800
Land. Package Only· $13800

r~~~-~~~~~~~~----~--~-~~
~ The Staff of the Career Planning and Placement Otfict· i

(includes tax, service and gratuities)

Beachcomber
Tours,. Inc., (716) 632-3723
.
.

) wishes all members of the BSC Community an enjoyable,

L~~'.1.:ap~..:~~~::~.:.....,____

l

l

~1

IS IT TRU~ YOU CAN BUY

ROOMS for GIRLS

JEEPS FOR $44
through the U.S. Government?
GET THE FACTS TODAY!

Single or ~ouble
Kitchen privileges
3 min. walk to college
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Christltif1~· ,from,.

.... Merry
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.
::::::::

to: right: front row ~JofGouevia~ Edwa~d Huntress, Stuart Gardner~ Jeannie ·

};:~:~;
~~~~~~;~

:P~nietjelll,\, Chd~t~pher Harwo()d 1 middle~row..._ ponna. Schofield, Janet Coffey; Robert
~~~l~~ ·fl~P:ni !lill lkassil! Jo~n: Beaton,. rap .row·~. Kevin Roberts~ Greg Mathis~ Scott Esau,
' ' · N~~P\lr~t\t,~vj<iGorrti\er;l)Ob Sitntheson, P•ul 1;os~, Mtirg.,ret Flallerty ... · ·

Josephine Dutra
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NEW PROGRAM AVAILABLE AT MASSASOIT COLLEGE

:
•
:
:

Have you been out of the work force for number of years? Is your main source ~f'i'ncome
suddenly coming to an end? H.as it been because of death, separation, divorce or a spouse that is
disabled? Are you between the· ages of 35 and 55? Well, ifyou fall into these categories, you're
eligible for the program currently getting underway at Massasoit Community College .

••

~.:

"

..

9

The BSC ·Chorale Society wm holds Its
annual Christmas Concert on December
9th at 8:00 p~ In the.· Student .Union
Auditorium.
·
·
I·

-·.::
:
•
:
:
•

.

:

~

.

___

Christmas Concert

The Displaced Homemaker Program is being funded by the Bay State Skills Corporatiun with the :
: center fo~_the Southeastern Region located at the New Bedford YWCA with four regional · :
•
: satellites, one of them being located at Massasoit <:;:ommunity College.
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Merry Christmas from
the Features Staff

:

THE DISPLACED HOMEMAKER PROGRAM

••
:

•

The program is one centered around the issues of a woman or man who is 35 years of age to 55 •
and has lost their main source of income. We focus op a workshop concept o• ·~r a three to four· :
week period for a few hours each day. Each individual will meet one on one with a conselor and •
be monitpred over a period of eight months. The workshops will cover anumber of issu~s ranging · •
from life management skiHs to career developm~nt
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CALL (312) 742 • 1142

.

697 - 7477.
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The Community at the
Catholic Center will celebrate
a Ch~iSt'!llis IW.irgy on Sungay,
. Oecember''11 at 7:00 p.m".
All members of the campus community
are invited.
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• For an interview, please call Joyce Maclaughlin,. Displaced Homemaker Coµnselor/Trainer at

~ Massasoit Community College at 588-9100 ext. 263, or there is an 800 number available for your
: convenience 1-800-462-3262. AJI calls are recieved c~ntrally and filtered to the location most
: suited for the area the individual ls from.
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The ·chnstmas Comment ·

'TODAY•. TODAY• TODAY• TODAY• TODAYl
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Its NEVER too EARLY

~

to look for

•

__.....altemative
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WBIM
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Join

·RICH SPINK
every day, Monday thru Friday
··
from 7 • 9 am.

•

•
-LOWELL NATIONAL HISTORICAL PARK

Bringing you his special mixes for morning
music
to wake your senses.

needs people for the '84' Summer season. The SERS

•

office is sponsoring a

WORKSHOP DEC. 8, to

fill out applications and to provide more information.
Drop in anytime between 2 pm - 6 pm. in the

•
~

Q

Plymouth County Room, 2nd floor in the
Student Union Building.
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~

LTODAY •TODAY• TODAY• 'TODAY• TODAY

Your College Radio Station!
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Curriculunt Colllinittee

I

schedule a particular meetAs the Weekly Bulletin
ing 01. a special topic should
indicates, the subcommittee
contact me to arrange dates
meets on Mondays at 3 p.m.
and time. We expect to desigin the Marth.a Denison Rondinate ·specific topics for disleau Conference Room of the
cussion
at general faculty
Clement C. Maxwell. Library.
·hearings.
··we welcome any member of
We urge you to keep in
the College Community to
mind
that,. at this point, our
these sessions.
discussions are not con- ·
The Subco.mmittee ·is .
cerned wit'h what changes tq
working on the development
make, but .rather with if
of the surveys which were
changes should be recomapproved by last year's
mended.
''"committee:
We reiterate that all SubOlder Graduates
comrnitjee ·and Curriculum .
Recent Graduates ·
Committee discussions take
Upperclassmen
'place
· in open meetings to
Regional Employers
which. guest are ·wMmly
. Faculty
invited.
\~)...
We hope to collect and disSubcommittee members
seminate data fromthes sur. are · myself 1 Milton Boy.le,
veys during the_ Spring
Robert Bo.utilier, Charles
semester, hopefully prior to
.Nickerson·,
Janet Stubbs,
the break. At the same time,
Thomas
Walsh
and· Ann
w·e will be gathering informaByrne (ex officio, chairpertion on national trends, data
son of the Curriculum Comon our own BSG students
mittee) and students Judy
. and GEA statements from
Henry and Christine Quinn.
· other state institutions.
The final meeting of the
Furthermore, the SubcomCurriculum Committee for
mittee plans to conduct hearthis semester is December 12
ings with departme·nts,
at 3 p.m. in .the Rondileau.
student group~, administraConference Room,· Maxwell
tors and other interested persons. Anyone who wishes to _ Library.
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NOW tbfii EXAMS
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· Le.t µ~ know .when ordering!
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French _Onion'-Soup "'..Chili
I·
t
Soup of the Day - Sandwiches
I
f
· OPEN l1:30 - 6:00
t·
.·t ~14 SummerSt., Bridgewat~r, Ma.
. . ·697 • 945() I
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Homemade Fudge is' Back
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